HNRS/Honors

Ten Week Session

HNRS 4100  HNRS COLLOQUIUM
001  (13037)  CRE 3.0  TR  12:59 pm-02:50 pm  LANG 205  Ryan S
Course Topic:  HIST OF ED IN S. US
FULL TOPIC: HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN THE SOUTHERN UNITED STATES.
THIS COURSE WILL EXPLORE TOPICS AND THEMES RELATED TO EDUCATION IN THE SOUTHERN
UNITED STATES, WITH A PARTICULAR EMPHASIS ON ANTEBELLUM COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES,
RECONSTRUCTION POLICY RELATED TO PUBLIC EDUCATION, JIM CROW SEGREGATION, AND
CIVIL RIGHTS EFFORTS TOWARDS INTEGRATION.

Three Week Session

HNRS 4900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701  (9450)  CRE V  SAGE 257  Gruver E
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

HNRS 4951  HONORS COLLEGE THESIS
703  (9461)  CRE 3.0  NO ASSGN  Major R
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
704  (9462)  CRE 3.0  NO ASSGN  Miles Jr. T
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Five Week Session One

HNRS 2900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701  (9454)  CRE V  Gruver E
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

HNRS 3500  THESIS PROPOSAL
001  (9458)  CRE 3.0  TR  12:59 pm-04:50 pm  LANG 214  Miles Jr. T
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.

HNRS 4900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701  (9449)  CRE V  SAGE 257  Miles Jr. T
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

HNRS 4951  HONORS COLLEGE THESIS
701  (9455)  CRE 3.0  NO ASSGN  Gruver E
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
703  (9463)  CRE 3.0  Major R
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
704  (9464)  CRE 3.0  NO ASSGN  Miles Jr. T
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
Five Week Session Two

HNRS 2900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701  (9456)  CRE V  Gruver E
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

HNRS 4900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701  (9451)  CRE V  SAGE 257  Gruver E
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

HNRS 4951  HONORS COLLEGE THESIS
701  (9457)  CRE 3.0  NO ASSGN  Gruver E
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
703  (9465)  CRE 3.0  NO ASSGN  Major R
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
704  (9466)  CRE 3.0  NO ASSGN  Miles Jr. T
HONORS COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.